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“

PASSION
FUELS
OUR
RESULTS

L IVING IN AN INCREASINGLY GLOBAL
MARKETPLACE, THE SEMEX PRODUCT
AND ITS PEOPLE ARE FOUND ON ALL
CORNERS OF THE EARTH.

”

The Semex Difference

Paul Larmer, CEO
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with the University of Guelph, we’re
gaining traction. Awareness is growing
and ‘real farm’ performance data is
accumulating, allowing us to leverage
Immunity+ with clients, veterinarians
and processors. Dairymen everywhere
are excited to improve their herds’

These results would not have been
possible without the commitment
to our vision by the entire Semex
family… Product development,
housing, laboratory, distribution, sales,
accounting, information technology
and marketing… Everyone is making
a difference. Our people are the
cornerstone of our success, and we’re
proud to say that they are the besttrained, most informed and clientfocused staff in our industry.

health naturally.

Diversity Equals Sustainability
Living in an increasingly global
marketplace, the Semex product and
its people are found on all corners of
the Earth. We see our top countries
changing over time, with Brazil, China,
the Ukraine and Turkey now playing
prominent roles in our sales structure.
In the US, our team grows stronger
each year, and has shown a 65%
revenue growth over the past five
years, 11% growth per year and a 24%
growth in 2014!

15.0%

12.5 Million
Doses Sold In 2014

Our Genetics Program and Product
Development Team experienced some
of its best successes to date in 2014,
with the highly anticipated graduation
of several well-known Holstein
Genomax™ bulls.
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+50% In
Five Years

Our global selection philosophy and
rigorous standards have resulted in
some of the world’s most sought after
genomic and proven sires. And, in 2014,
Semex worked to strategically align
itself with numerous partner herds,
and genomic tested over 6,000 young
sires worldwide, ensuring this kind of
success repeats itself year after year.

MILLION

Revenues Grown

In the past five years we’ve grown
our revenues in excess of 50%.
Success can be measured in many
ways and, without a doubt, 2014
was an exceptional year for Semex,
our owners and our staff. Globally,
our markets are becoming more
diversified and our footprint is
expanding. Favourable milk prices
worldwide and our continued focus
on value and genetic solutions
allowed for growth on each continent,
resulting in double-digit semen sales
growth. This is a reflection of record
semen sales, positive contribution
from our international investments
and our Beef Team experiencing
record growth.

0

Our Ayrshire lineup is now the
strongest it’s been in company history.
In December 2014, Semex controlling
49 of the top 50 GPA LPI sires and
26 of the top 30 GLPI sires. This
has significantly increased doses
and dollars worldwide. Our highly
competitive Jersey Genomax lineup is
rapidly growing, and improving as is
our proven lineup.
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TREND

Each day they are working shoulderto-shoulder with our clients. They’re
delivering our message and
growing
10.0%
Semex’s business by providing real
genetic solutions worldwide. They’re
utilizing our industry-leading, unique
5.0%
programs and services including
SemexWorks™, Immunity+™,
DairyTrack™ and Semex ai24™ to
0.0%
become
true
partners
on their
clients’
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2010
2011
2012
operations.

2013

2014

Net
SinceIncome
its launch in early 2014,
The Future
Return on

TREND

Revenue

SemexWorks has certified over 270
users in 17 countries. These folks have
delivered over 4400 unique genetic
proposals to their clients, each one
tailored to that individual dairy’s
genetic needs, featuring customized
economics and return on investment
statistics that only Semex offers. This
program’s global rollout and further
developments will continue in 2015.
Our exclusive Immunity+ product
is truly an industry game changer.
And, due to our strong partnership
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Our staff has been extremely proud to
deliver on our goals ahead of schedule.
In 2014 we were proud to continue
increasing revenues, and to be an
integrated genetics solutions company.
And true to our Corporate Vision…
We demand the best of ourselves,
our company and what we do for our
customers each and every day.

Jay Shannon, Semex Global Dairy Solutions Manager

SEMEXWORKS™ IS
ALL ABOUT YOU
SemexWorks is an exciting and unique
genetic planning tool designed to make
it easy for you to identify your needs
and make decisions based on your own
economic realities. It is truly revolutionary,
turning the complex world of genetics
into something understandable and even
enjoyable! The software is delivered on
a touch screen tablet computer, offering
easy-to-read graphs and a genetic plan that
clearly shows your return on investment
with figures specific to your operation.
This gives you additional confidence in your
genetic purchases, knowing the sires you’ve
selected are the best possible match for
your needs and goals.

SemexWorks was first launched in January
2014 and at the start of 2015 was in 17
countries and growing! Semex sales
representatives participate in an extensive
two-day training program conducted by the
Semex Dairy Solutions Team. Not only do
the trainees become highly skilled with the
program, but they also learn how to best
address your specific needs and provide
solutions that meet your goals. Followup testing and certification ensures that
SemexWorks users are providing customers
with the very best genetic solutions possible.
Now, over 270 representatives around the
world are using SemexWorks each and every
day. This number is expected to grow to over
300 in 30+ countries by the end of 2015.
SemexWorks has already been run with over
3,400 dairy customers to date.

COMMERCIAL
“	FOR
FARMERS, IT IS A
BRILLIANT TOOL.”
Craig Bennett, Timboon, Australia, 300-cow Dairy

The customer feedback has been both
positive and enthusiastic. We hear it every
week from our staff offering the program
around the world.
“Everyone really likes it. And they like
it equally, whether they’re a client with
extensive genetic knowledge or one with a
lesser focus on genetics,” says Peter Dickson,
Area Manager in the Western Victoria and
Tasmanian regions of Australia. “The tool
brings them into their genetic decision
process in a way they can really appreciate.”
“It makes for more quality time with my
customers. It demonstrates my genuine
interest in their operations and their wellbeing. At the end of the day, my job is about
the customer and SemexWorks is all about
the customer.”
Craig Bennett operates a 300-cow dairy in
Timboon, Victoria, Australia. He stopped by
the Semex booth during International Dairy
Week in January to express his delight with
SemexWorks.
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“For commercial farmers, it is a brilliant tool.
There’s no other way to look at it. It is totally
open,” says Craig. “You can run through the
program and pick the bulls you want that
are best for you. The
program allows you
to be as aggressive
as you wish in terms
of proven versus
genomic (bulls). I
am impressed with
the flexibility of the
program and how
it can cater to any
client, no matter what
they do, or how they
manage their farm.
It is a tool that truly
works for everyone. It
brought our attention
to some bulls that we haven’t previously
paid attention to. And it makes you think,
especially with some of the exciting genomic
sires available.”

REALLY LIKES IT.
“ EVERYONE
AND THEY LIKE IT EQUALLY,
WHETHER THEY’RE A 		
CLIENT WITH EXTENSIVE
GENETIC KNOWLEDGE OR
ONE WITH A LESSER FOCUS
ON GENETICS.”

The program has prompted Craig to give
more attention to the changes he would like
to see in his cows and on his dairy. A feature
that Craig appreciated was SemexWorks’
ability to divide his herd into groups. This
allowed Craig to apply unique selection
criteria to each group, depending on the
group’s needs and goals. This is extremely
beneficial when considering the needs of
breeding heifers versus cows, or in Craig’s
case, the commercial part of his dairy versus
his ‘stud cows’.
For those that want to see bull, dam/daughter
pictures or view actual working daughter
videos, the SemexWorks tool has it all with
the touch of a button! And, complete bull
charts under different proving systems are at
your fingertips.
Best of all, SemexWorks has customized
economics and return on investment tailored
to your farm in your local currency and your
language. It’s your numbers, your goals and
your plan!
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Peter Dickson, Area Manager, Western Victoria, Australia

Launched In

January
2014
270+
Certified
SemexWorks Users Worldwide

SemexWorks Run On

3400
Dairies Worldwide

A smart business choice to
expand the number of quality
heifers within your dairy

Dany Pierre Rondeau, Sales Manager, Middle East, North Africa, Pakistan & Vietnam

Expanding Our Global Footprint:
Turkey & Saudi Arabia
Globally, milk is one of the world’s top-traded agricultural commodities, with over 630 million tonnes
of milk produced globally in 2013. Living in an increasingly global marketplace, the Semex product
and our people are found on all corners of the Earth. Our top selling countries are changing with the
landscape, with countries like Turkey now playing a prominent role.

A top 10 sales country for
Semex, Turkey also ranks as a
top 10 milk production country
in the world, increasing its
production in each of the last
five years. And, according
to the Food & Agriculture
Organization of the United
Nations (FAO), Turkey has 14
million head of cattle.
Turkey’s growing urban population has an
increasing level of disposable income that is
helping to drive the growth of dairying, and
according to Rabobank, its domestic dairy
market is expected to grow to $10.4M US
by 2018. Additionally, Turkey is increasing
its dairy exports into markets such as Iraq,
Georgia and the Middle East. In 2013 export
figures topped 121,000 tonnes of product at a
value of $282M US.

™
USING SEXEDULTRA TECHNOLOGY
MORE HEIFERS EQUAL MORE MILK: IF FIRST TWO CALVES BORN ARE HEIFERS, COW
ARE PROVEN TO PRODUCE MORE MILK
EASIER CALVINGS: 4% FEWER DIFFICULT CALVINGS THAN CONVENTIONAL SEMEN
CONCEPTION RATES CLOSE TO CONVENTIONAL

For Semex, this is a fantastic opportunity.
Manufacturers are seeking a secure milk
supply and we’re fortunate to work with
two different distributors selling in separate
regions.
Importing North American genetics for some
time, Turkey is now reaping the benefits of
milking cows that are now based on two to
three generations of imported genetics. Often
sold through regional agents or vet clinics,
producers are definitely seeing the value
of genetic selection, and their demand for
superior genetics is growing significantly.

TURKEY
TOP

MILK PRODUCTION

TOP

SALES COUNTRY

DOMESTIC DAIRY
MARKET EXPECTED
GROWTH BY 2018

$10.4M
US

14,000,000+
HEAD OF CATTLE

121,000 TONNES

OF PRODUCT AT A VALUE OF
$282M US EXPORTED IN 2013

*SexedULTRA™ is a trademark of Inguran LLC

Continued on page 10
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32 SAUDI ARABIA
MILLION
PEOPLE BY 2018

Before the discovery of oil and the resulting
mass migration to urban areas, raw milk from
goats, sheep or camels was a popular drink.
With a population expected to top 32 million by
2018 that supply is insufficient.

In Saudi Arabia, consumers are taking an
increased interest in their overall health
awareness, and their dairy industry has
evolved with their diet.

DAIRY
MARKET GROWTH

Additionally, families are focusing on childhood
nutrition as more mothers enter the workforce
and are looking for foods that both save
time and increase nutrients. Dairy products
including cheese are taking center stage.

The Saudi dairy industry consists of a small
group of farms. But these farms are the biggest
anywhere, producing millions of litres of milk
a day, and are some of the largest vertically
integrated dairy companies in the world.
They encompass hundreds of thousands of
acres, milk tens of thousands of cows and
employ thousands that work in the fields, raise
the calves, milk the cows, work in the dairy
factories, as well as market and educate the
public on the benefits of their expanding dairy
product line.

40L/DAY
AVERAGE

The Saudis have long-valued imported
genetics since the early stages of their
farms over three decades ago. And,
they’re incredibly efficient as farms
average 40L/day in herds of over
20,000 cows! This is not done without
excellent management and attention
to detail. With farm sizes up to 90,000
cows they’re able to attract the
world’s very best managers that are
achieving impressive statistics of 20%
pregnancy rate, 30% cow conception
rate/60% heifer conception rate,
and low cull rates of 23%. It is not
unusual to find many Europeans in
management roles and for farms to
have over 6000 employees with 30+
nationalities represented working
as veterinarians, hoof trimmers,
nutritionists, lab technicians, etc.

TEMPERATURES

TOP 50˚C

FARMS UP TO

90K COWS
AVG RAINFALL
4.3"/ 70mm

Saudi farms have different challenges than most areas in the world. The extremely
hot climate (often topping 50˚C), forces dairies to use unique cooling systems
including misters, shades, curtains, fans and computer monitoring systems that
automate the temperature to less than 30˚C. In this arid climate with annual
rain falls of just 4.3”/70mm, some dairies dig up to 1.5 km to reach a sustainable
water source, supplying the necessary +150 liters/cow/day. These conditions also
make it difficult to produce their own crops, and some Saudi dairies have opted to
purchase land in other regions to secure access to feed.

Semex is working closely with our distributors, and building knowledge about
our brands and services. Most popular in the region are the Immunity+™ and
Repromax™ sires for their high fertility and tremendous health benefits.
Semex’s Immunity+, Genomax™ and Repromax brands are very popular among
Saudi dairymen, as they aim for heat tolerant, long-lasting cows. Working
should-to-shoulder with these dairymen, Semex is offering real-world services
and solutions that lead to profitability worldwide.
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Brad Gilchrist, Beef Marketing and Product Specialist

New in 2015, we’re excited to offer the
Australian Droughtmaster breed to the
international stage. The Droughtmaster
breed was developed in the North
Queensland region of Australia, where
the climate is exceptionally hot and at
times very dry. Known as ‘Australia’s Beef
Breed,’ the Droughmasters came about
after the arrival of cattle ticks in North
Queensland in 1896.
Cattlemen determined that maintaining
herds of British cattle breeds
(Shorthorns, Herefords and Angus)
would not be viable. They crossed the
Bos Taurus (Zebu) and Bos indicus
(British breeds) breeds, creating a new
breed that would be better able to
withstand the severe environment of the
tropics while maintaining the traditional
breed benefits. Although challenging to
develop, the result was an adaptable,
fertile and easy-caring breed that
benefits the entire beef industry.
Droughtmaster advantages:
• Calving Ease
• Adaptation
• Longevity
• Reduced Eye Problems
• Bloat Resistance
• Mothering Ability
• Milking Ability
Droughtmasters are medium to
large with good walking and foraging
abilities, coupled with lower nutritional
requirements that allow them to retain
condition and keep breeding, regardless
of the prevailing conditions. Their short
coat is generally red in colour, although
variations from golden honey to dark
red can occur. The red pigmentation in
Droughtmasters helps protect the cattle
from eye cancer, sun burned udders and
photosensitisation. The cattle may be
polled or horned, but the vast majority
are polled and exhibit only a moderate
hump. They have medium to large ears
and an extended dewlap.
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In pasture and feedlot trials these cattle
have shown good average daily weight
gains when compared to other breeds.
Large, commercial Droughtmaster herds
are running on native pastures in both
Australia’s Queensland and the Northern
Territory, and they are rapidly gaining
prominence in the traditional ‘Britishbred’ areas in southern Australia.
Since the 1970s Droughtmaster cattle,
semen and embryos have been exported
to countries throughout Asia, Africa,
Latin America, South America, the
Middle East and the Pacific Islands.
In staying true to our goal of providing
only the best genetics to our clients,
Semex Beef has embraced the Glenlands
brand in Queensland, Australia as our
sole supplier of Droughtmaster genetics.
A proven leader in the Droughtmaster
breed, the Glenlands brand is known
worldwide as an elite genetic supplier
that outperforms other composite
breeds. Glenlands is the largest
registered Droughtmaster operation
in the world. Over 2600 registered
breeders are included in this elite
breeding program that markets over
900 bulls in Australia each year. This
high level of competition within the herd
provides increased credibility of the high
performers as elite genetic makeup.
Glenlands is a leader in reproductive
technology and uses the latest
technology to quickly advance their
genetic progress.

DROUGHTMASTER
BULLS MEET
GLOBAL DEMAND
As the international beef consumers’ demand for a high
quality product evolves, the global beef industry is also
evolving. At Semex, our goal is to provide the highest
quality beef genetics for our clients worldwide. In order
to do this Semex Beef has grown to meet the industry’s
expanding needs. This includes bringing new breeds to
our line-up and expanding our offering.

With the addition of the Droughtmaster
breed to our line-up, Semex offers our
clients approximately 200 sire options
from 34 breeds in 81 countries! And, as
the demand for outcross genetics that
respond well to a variety of environments
increases, Semex will continue to source
and expand its line-up.
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“

ARTURO PEREZ, HERDSMAN

Dairy producers worldwide are raving
about the benefits of Semex’s exclusive
Immunity+ sires. Recently, Semex
representatives in the US Midwest and in
Australia asked their clients to share their
experiences and expectations surrounding
Immunity+. These producers all have
Immunity+ sired daughters within their
herds, but only the two US producers have
milking daughters, as they used early
Immunity+ daughters as young sires.

We’ve observed a significantly lower
incidence of mastitis and other diseases
among our first group of Immunity+
sired daughters,” says Mark. “Since we
used some of the early identified
Immunity+ sires as young sires, we now
have third generation Immunity+ sired
calves on the ground and we have 533
Immunity+ sired animals in total.”
	 “We’re very interested in the many
benefits of Immunity+. Mastitis
resistance and generally healthier
cows are at the top of our list. We’re
currently using 75% Immunity+ sires
on our milking herd. Our heifers are
bred first service with sexed semen
and about half of those are from
Immunity+ sires. Second and later
services are bred using 100%
Immunity+ conventional semen.
Immunity+ sires provide the genetics
that will be most profitable for my
dairy’s future.

”

Mark Vant Hul milks 2,300 Holsteins
at Hillside Ag Inc. in Rock Valley, Iowa, USA
and has 148 milking daughters
by Immunity+ sires.
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IMMUNITY+™ DAUGHTERS
SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
“ Tcolostrum
 he most important benefit for us is the higher quality
and the better response to commercial
vaccines,” says Lloyd. “With 25% heritability, we should be
able to see a difference in a relatively short time frame,
versus traditional health trait selection. We currently only
have heifers sired by Immunity+ sires, with quite a number
of those sired by Impression.

”

Lloyd and Cathy Chesworth milk 700 Holstein cows in
Tocumural, New South Wales, Australia.

“ Wcows
 e like the ability to breed for healthier, more cost efficient
through genetic selection,” comments Bernie. “At 25%
heritability, it’s the fastest genetic solution available with
the least amount of intervention I need to have on each of
my animal’s lives. We’re currently milking 97 Immunity+ sired
daughters, 53 of which are first lactation daughters of David.
Our total herd has 470 Immunity+ sired animals and we’re using
50% Immunity+ sires on the milking herd. We would like to use
more Immunity+ sires on our heifers, but there has been limited
sexed semen available from Immunity+ Jersey sires.

”

Bernie Bakker milks 1,100 Jersey cows at Rock Bottom Dairy in
Rock Valley, Iowa, USA.

“ Aimportant
 ll of the benefits of the Immunity+ technology are very
because they all play a part in the health
and fertility of our herd. We like the fact that colostrum
could play a big role in the health of our young stock.
We currently only have Immunity+ sired heifers, but we
won’t see our first calves from Immunity+ sires until next
year. Immunity+ is a very important part of our breeding
strategy, as 80-90% of the doses in our most recent
breeding proposal were from Immunity+ sires.

”

Brian and Kathy McCosh milk 320 Holsteins in Panburie,
Victoria, Australia.
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Shantille Kruse, Ph.D., Boviteq IVF Program Liaison - USA

IVF Technology No
Longer Just For Trendy
While the non-invasive technology that currently allows us to
perform OPU (Ovum Pick Up) was first developed over 25 years ago,
only recently has this process become commercialized, resulting
in over 112,000 IVF (In Vitro Fertilization) embryos produced in
North America last year. Numerous advancements in the OPU and
IVF process have allowed the technology to evolve from only being
performed on very valuable donors or in terminal situations, to a
technology that is both efficient and affordable.
Arguably one of the most important
areas of focus over the past 25 years
has been donor preparation. Starting
with good quality oocytes is key to
creating embryos and ultimately
pregnancies. While several different
stimulation protocols exists, there
is little doubt that super-stimulation
results in a more homogeneous
population of follicles, yielding more
competent oocytes
resulting in a greater
number of transferrable
embryos per donor.
However, one of the
factors limiting OPU/
IVF program adoption
was that a highly skilled
veterinarian must perform the detailed
and technical aspiration technique. This
meant that fewer people were available
to perform the OPU procedure, but,
as the demand for this service has
grown, more veterinarians have been
trained to perform aspirations and
are incorporating OPU/IVF services
into their business plans. And, like
conventional flushing, many dairymen
and ranchers would prefer to have the
veterinarian come to them, as opposed

to hauling their valuable animals to a
separate location. Some vets have even
responded to this demand by creating
mobile labs allowing them to aspirate
anywhere there is a heated collection
room, and then process the oocytes
on farm. This convenience allows more
producers to use OPU/IVF services.
Not only do we now better understand
donor management and have greater
access to skilled
professionals that
can perform OPU, but
several advancements
have also been made
at satellite centers and
regional IVF labs. Satellite
OPU centers allow for
greater access to OPU technologies
for producers throughout the U.S. and
Canada, while the regional IVF lab offers
benefits of concentration of resources
and skilled personnel. The oocytes
mature in shipment from the satellite
center to the IVF lab, and are fertilized
upon arrival. A misconception exists
about the success of sexed frozen
semen versus conventional semen
to fertilize an oocyte. Yes, there are
certainly differences in embryo yield

+112,000
IVF Embryos Produced In
North America In 2014

OPU Developed

25 Years
Ago

EVOLVING

EFFICIENT &
AFFORDABLE

Starting with

good quality
oocytes
is key to creating embryos and
ultimately pregnancies

Continued on page 19
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when conventional embryo donors
are bred with sexed semen, but with
IVF at Boviteq, embryo yield between
donors mated with conventional, sexed
frozen or reverse sorted semen result in
comparable rates.
After the oocytes are fertilized, they
are moved to a different type of
media to mature, known as culture
media. Boviteq has developed its
own proprietary culture media suite
designed to mimic the uterus’ chemical
make-up. As Semex researchers more
accurately characterize the uterus,
improved culture media lead to a more
suitable environment in which embryo
development can occur. Improved
culture conditions over the last five
years have improved both embryo
development rates and embryo quality.
Once the embryos have developed, they
can either be shipped back to the farm
for fresh embryo transfer or frozen
for use at a later date. At Boviteq, we
realized that with sub-optimal culture
media, IVF embryos can be more
sensitive than conventional in-vivo
embryos when subjected to freezing.
Therefore, several freezing techniques
have been developed to increase postthaw embryo survival.
An example is vitrification, a method
in which an embryo is cryopreserved
very quickly in a small amount of media,
with an increased cryoprotectant
concentration. This method works well
in human IVF clinics, because in theory,
it’s gentler on the embryo. However,
warming a vitrified embryo can be
complicated and cause toxicity if left
too long in the cryoprotectant. Plus,
warming vitrified embryos requires
a skilled technician and a microscope
chute side.
Another method for freezing IVF
embryos uses a glycerol solution. Again,
the procedure is theoretically gentler
for the embryo, but the thawing process
is complex. Conventional freezing
methods use ethylene glycol and result
in direct transfer (DT) embryos. Used for
many years with conventional flushed
embryos, it is the preferred method in
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terms of ease of use since the straws
containing embryos are simply thawed
in warm water, loaded into a warmed
ET gun and transferred. At Boviteq,
our unique culture media suite results
in embryos that are frozen for direct
transfer resulting in a pregnancy success
rate between 55-65%.
Earlier IVF technologies were described
as yielding calves that were different
than those that resulted from the
transfer of conventional flush embryos.
One example of this is the ‘large calf
syndrome,’ a problem that is much
less prevalent today. Previously, IVF
systems co-cultured embryos with cells
from the oviduct, and added fetal calf
serum to the media. This increased
embryo development and growth and
was scientifically proven to result in the
differences seen between calves from
IVF and conventional flushes.
Boviteq’s current culture media suite
does not use either of those additives,
so the frequency of large calves is
not higher than calves resulting from
conventional embryos. In the 2014
calving season, large calves accounted
for 0.6% of births in the Boviteq
recipient herd.
Given that global IVF embryo
production has consistently increased
in the last 15 years, look for advances
in research to continue propelling IVF
embryo production numbers. And,
as more markets open and allow IVF
embryos to be imported, demand will
drive technological advancements
even further. Producers will challenge
researchers to push the limits of
physiology by using younger donors and
bulls, and innovations in human fertility
will continue benefiting dairymen and
ranchers. Though OPU/IVF processes
are still being improved, this assisted
reproductive technology is no longer
just trendy, but rather an important tool
that will be used by many farmers in the
future.
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“

T HOUGH OPU/
IVF PROCESSES
ARE STILL BEING
IMPROVED,
THIS ASSISTED
REPRODUCTIVE
TECHNOLOGY
IS NO LONGER
JUST TRENDY,
BUT RATHER AN
IMPORTANT TOOL
THAT WILL BE
USED BY MANY
FARMERS IN THE
FUTURE.

”

Seven Questions for Semex’s Chief
Financial Officer & Vice President
Corporate Affairs, Vince Bosquet
Vincent Bosquet, CPA, has served as the Semex’s Chief
Financial Officer and VP Corporate Affairs since September
2007. In this role he is responsible for all financial
reporting (corporate and subsidiary), evaluating investment
opportunities from a financial view point, as well as budgeting.
As VP Corporate Affairs he is responsible for contracts,
agreements, trademarks and legal affairs. Additionally, Vince
heads Semex’s Information Technology Team, working to
ensure the IT infrastructure works efficiently, meets current
and future demands and is ready to take advantage of new
opportunities.

1. WHAT HAS CHANGED AT SEMEX SINCE YOU CAME
ON BOARD IN 2007?
The better question is what hasn’t changed! Look, our
industry has truly become a global marketplace. Our
business model has evolved and this has necessitated
changes to the structure of our subsidiaries and
distributorships. We’ve developed new business partnerships
as well. The biggest game-changer, however, has been the
arrival of genomics. It’s impacted production, royalties, etc.
In less than 10 years, we’ve strategically changed our focus
to be a genetic solutions company instead of just a sales
company. Globally, the emerging markets of Brazil, Russia,
India and China have taken on a much larger role. We’ve
become more integrated and more nimble, focusing on
research and development, global operations and of course,
established technologies such as genomics and IVF have
changed the product we bring to the customer.

2. SEMEX HAS EXPERIENCED UNPRECEDENTED SALES
GROWTH IN EACH OF THE LAST FIVE YEARS. HOW
DO YOU PLAN FOR AND SUPPORT THAT KIND OF
GROWTH? ARE THERE COSTS TO THIS GROWTH?
Semex’s growth has been remarkable. Basically, we have
a business plan that incorporates financial metrics,
benchmarks and key performance indicators. We
communicate this plan to our people. We want to make
sure they know their stuff, have the tools for success and
that they work as a team – they want success too. I think
understanding the entire company is key when we’re
conducting business risk analysis. You have to think of the
supply chain, the marketplace and the future. We work
across departments to develop this understanding. Nothing
is perfect, and we know that we have to regularly analyze
where we’re at and be flexible. I’ve always thought it was
as important to decide what not to do, as what to do. We’re
always looking for a better way to do things, searching
for new tools on the horizon that will keep us getting the
information out to our people to help them make the best
decisions for the company.
	Thinking about the costs of growth you have to realize that
there’s a difference between cost and investment. To grow,
you have to invest. The initial challenge is to invest wisely
thinking long-term, considering risks and opportunities.
Second, you need the resources for the investment and really
it only becomes a ‘cost’ if it’s not a success.

3. WHAT CHALLENGES HAS THIS GROWTH
PRESENTED?
The biggest challenge is managing this growth
in an evolving global marketplace. You have
to consider what is required when looking at
technology, data analysis and of course reporting
in varying currencies, time zones, cultures, etc.
What’s really important is ensuring that we have
the right tools and training in place. And, we
need to have the right people in place globally.
This is important because we all need to be able
to handle change and evolving responsibilities.
We’re working to link our global structure in
places like China back to corporate while quickly
turning this data into information that our people
can use to make decisions.

“

THE OLD SAYING
‘THE ONLY
CONSTANT IN
LIFE IS CHANGE’
IS A GOOD
ONE FOR ALL
4. AS TECHNOLOGY EVOLVES AND CHANGES,
HOW IS SEMEX ENSURING DATA
BUSINESSES.
ANALYSIS, REPORTING AND IT ARE BOTH
WE’RE NO
EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE?
Our plan is based on a global approach to
DIFFERENT,
technology. We look at things not just as an
immediate need, but as part of a multi-year plan.
BUT WE’RE
This could include central data processing, as
READY
well as making sure we have the appropriate
tools and hardware in place, like laptops, tablets
FOR IT!
and cell phones. Our global systems must be

”

able talk to each other through currencies and
time zones. For centralized data processing and
support, they have to be both scalable and solid.
Training and education on our resources ensures
our people are successful.

Vince Bosquet
Chief Financial Officer &
Vice President
Corporate Affairs
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5. WHERE WILL SEMEX BE IN FIVE YEARS?
Looking to 2020, it’s difficult to predict exactly
where we will be. The Board of Directors is in the
midst of the next strategic planning exercise.
What I am sure of is that, like a lot of industries
and companies, we’re looking at additions and
changes, expanding our product line and they’ll
be opportunities we haven’t even thought of
yet come along! We’re diligent in our planning
and with the support of the Semex family and a
rigorous execution of our plans 2020 will be a
great year for us all!

6.ARE THESE GROWTH GOALS TOO
AMBITIOUS WITH SO MANY
UNCERTAINTIES (WORLDWIDE MILK
PRICE, DEMAND, GENOMICS, ETC) IN THE
MARKETPLACE?
Uncertainties have always been there and will
always be there. These uncertainties also bring
along opportunities and the key is to be nimble.
Adjust and plan for changing circumstances… We
strive for the best but anticipate the worst. And,
the worst rarely becomes reality.

7. WHAT COULD DISRUPT SEMEX’S
TRAJECTORY IN THE FUTURE?
Just like with uncertainties, there will always
be disruptors in our industry. Our strategic
plan ensures we’re always moving forward and
focused on the keys to success. Probably the old
saying that ‘the only constant in life is change’ is
a good one for all businesses. We’re no different,
but we’re ready for it!

HealthSmart™
Lineup With Feed
Efficiency More
Valuable Than Ever
In August 2009, the HealthSmart™ lineup
was launched as a means for Semex clients to
quickly identify bulls that would sire the most
valuable and profitable cows on the dairy.
Five years later, the HealthSmart brand still
represents sires that provide fertile and healthy
daughters, but also more feed efficient cows.
“By including Feed Efficiency in HealthSmart,
we’re further emphasizing moderate-sized
cattle, healthy cattle, efficient cattle and all
around good commercial cows,” says Jay
Shannon, Semex Global Dairy Solutions
Manager. “These cows are the profitable kind.
They have more efficient production, lower
maintenance costs, lower health costs, better
fertility and lead longer, more productive lives.
They’re exactly what dairymen are looking for
and what we’re talking about when we talk
about Genetics for Life.”

The advantages of HealthSmart
sired daughters are well
documented:
1.	They are more fertile: +3.0%
higher cow conception rate
and +1.2% higher heifer
conception rate (based on
Sire Conception Rates from
USDA/CDCB April 2014)

breed three days younger
and cows breed three days
younger
3.	They cost less and are more
profitable: $279 higher
Cheese Merit $ compared
to other bulls from USDA/
CDCB, April 2014
4.	Less calving issues: 20%
fewer difficult births and 13%
fewer stillbirths according to
USDA/CDCB, April 2014
The HealthSmart lineup has incredible proven
sires including 0200HO00402 Mainstream
Manifold, 0200JE00183 Sunset Canyon David,
as well as Genomax™ stars 0200HO07846
RH Superman, 0200HO10034 Mr Delicious
Lionel and 0200JE07756 Golden GDK Vivaldi.
There are 56 proven Holstein sires qualifying
as HealthSmart sires, averaging +2500 GLPI,
2.77 SCS, +105 Daughter Calving Ability and
+2045 GTPI, 2.82 SCS and +3.4 PL. Even more
impressive, our Genomax lineup includes 130
young bulls that average over +3000 GLPI/2300
GTPI, and are sired by over 40 bulls offering
logical matings for dairies worldwide.

DAUGHTERS HAVE

2.	They breed sooner:
According to the Canadian
Dairy Network in April 2014,
HealthSmart sired heifers
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SEMEX IS
GENETICS
FOR LIFE
www.semex.com

